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Summary

Molecular classification of biological samples based on their annotated
gene expression profiles represents a natural task. Although there are
several success stories, the problem is conceptually difficult for the sake
of high cost of microarrays resulting in a low number of analyzed biolo-
gical samples, a large number of genes being screened and measurement
inaccuracy. These characteristics often cause overfitting. Classifiers do
not sufficiently generalize and instead of the underlying relationships
rather capture perturbations in training data. This problem can be mi-
nimized by regularization, i.e., introduction of additional knowledge.
This talk focuses on utilization of prior molecular knowledge in order
to extract features representing functionally related genes. The main is-
sues are obvious: 1) how to merge genes into groups, 2) how to calculate
their group expression and 3) how to select best extracted features for
further learning. The overall goal is to maximize accuracy of resulting
set-level molecular classifiers as well as their biological interpretability.
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Souhrn

Molekulárńı klasifikace biologických vzork̊u na základě jejich anoto-
vaných profil̊u genové exprese je přirozenou úlohou. Přes prokazatelné
úspěchy jde však o úlohu obt́ıžnou, zejména vzhledem k ceně genových
čip̊u a ńızkému počtu biologických vzork̊u, vysokému počtu sledovaných
gen̊u a nepřesnostem v měřeńı. Úlohy s těmito charakteristikami často
vedou k přeučeńı, kdy klasifikátory dostatečně nezobecňuj́ı a namı́sto
základńıch vztah̊u popisuj́ı nahodilé vazby v trénovaćıch datech. Řeše-
ńım je regularizace, tedy zavedeńı dodatečné znalosti. Tématem před-
nášky je využit́ı apriorńı molekulárńı znalosti k vytvářeńı odvozených
př́ıznak̊u reprezentuj́ıćıch funkčně či jinak př́ıbuzné množiny gen̊u. Hlav-
ńı otázky jsou zřejmé: 1) jak skupiny gen̊u tvořit, 2) jak poč́ıtat jejich
skupinovou expresi a 3) jak vybrat vhodné odvozené př́ıznaky před sa-
motným učeńım. Ćılem je maximalizovat přesnost molekulárńıch klasi-
fikátor̊u založených na odvozených př́ıznaćıch a také jejich srozumitel-
nost pro biology.
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1 Background

1.1 Supervised Learning

Supervised learning is one of the principal forms of machine learning
with frequent practical application. In supervised learning a learner
observes some example input-output pairs and learns a function that
maps from input to output [32]. More precisely, the learner is provided
with a training multiset of n training examples

T = {(x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . . , (xn, yn)}

where xi = (xi1, xi2, ..., xim) represents a random sample from the input
space X of m independent variables called features and yi is a value of
random output variable y. Each yi is supposed to be generated by an
unknown function y = f(x). The learner discovers an approximation
h of the true function f . The approximation is called hypothesis, it is
selected from a hypothesis space of possible functions H.

When the output y is one of a finite set of values, i.e., the output
variable is categorical, the learning problem is referred to as classifi-
cation. When y is continuous, the learning problem is called regression.
In this text we will further deal with classification only.

Learning is a search through the space of possible hypotheses for one
that will perform well [32]. First, the well performing hypothesis shall be
consistent and agree with all the training data, i.e. ∀i = 1, . . . , n h(xi) =
yi. Second, it shall also generalize well and correctly assign the value
of dependent variable for unseen examples. Although it may seem that
H shall be as large as possible to guarantee that f ∈ H and no prior
preference among hypotheses is needed, this approach contradicts a
fundamental property of inductive inference: a learner that makes no a
priori assumptions regarding the identity of the target function has no
rational basis for classifying any unseen examples [27]. Consequently,
one needs to resolve a fundamental trade-off between complex hypo-
theses that are consistent with training data but may overfit them and
more regular hypotheses that do not agree with all the training outputs
but may generalize better.

Learning from examples requires certain prior assumptions, called
inductive bias. H is said to define a hard bias of the learner, hypo-
theses not belonging to H cannot be acquired. The actual form of the
hard bias depends on the domains of the m attributes. To exemplify, H
can be constrained to the functions representable as conjunctive logical
formulas, decision trees, if-then rules or a linear classifier such as per-
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ceptron. At the same time, there may exist a soft bias that gives a soft
preference for one hypothesis over another. The soft bias can be imple-
mented, e.g., in the form of a probability distribution over the hypo-
thesis space. A less probable hypothesis can be acquired, but it requires
stronger evidence, which means more training examples in favor of the
hypothesis, to be learned. General soft bias strategies applicable across
a wide range of domains are the smoothness assumption most explicitly
used in nearest neighbor classifier, the related low-density assumption
where classes are split by low density areas, or Occam’s razor that pre-
fers simple hypotheses over complex ones. When choosing a function
from H, the learner may minimize the total hypothesis cost defined as
follows [32]:

Cost(h) =
1

n

∑
{xi,yi}∈T

L(yi, h(xi)) + λρ(h)

where L is a loss function defined as the amount of utility lost by pre-
dicting h(xi) instead of true yi, ρ(h) is a regularization term defining
the soft bias and λ ∈ R is a conversion rate between loss and regulari-
zation. Another approach to overfitting control without the immediate
regularization penalty represents cross-validation.

In general setting, the function f does not need to be deterministic
but stochastic and the learner approximates a conditional probability
distribution P (Y |X). Bayesian decision theory [5] provides an alterna-
tive view of the problem of finding the hypothesis function h that fits
the stochastic target functions. The problem is posed as risk minimi-
zation. Empirical risk minimization seeks the function that best fits the
training data while structural risk prevents overfitting through adding
a regularization penalty that typically quantifies model complexity and
can be seen as a variant of Occam’s razor.

1.2 The Role of Prior Knowledge in Learning

The term prior knowledge refers to all information about the problem
available in addition to the training data [34]. Only prior knowledge
makes it possible to generalize from the training examples to novel test
examples. The previous section mentions several examples of general
prior knowledge applicable across a wide range of domains (smooth-
ness assumption, low-density assumption, Occam’s razor). The last and
probably most widely used criterion prefers simple models. One way to
keep the models simple is to reduce the feature space dimension by
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means of feature selection or extraction [23]. In a typical dimensiona-
lity reduction scenario, there is no prior domain knowledge involved. In
feature selection, the features empirically exhibiting little mutual infor-
mation with the dependent variable are removed. In feature extraction,
one often aims to reach the intrinsic dimensionality of a training set.

However, there are approaches that go beyond statistical signifi-
cance and analysis of training data. Their key to successful learning
rests in the selection of proper hard and soft biases stemming from the
actual domain. Feature selection may benefit from the knowledge of fea-
tures that are a priori denoted to be less relevant or irrelevant [2] or me-
tadata on feature value domains [41]. There could also be prior feature
relations, feature links could take values such as plausible, unknown or
unlikely [9] and serve to constrain features with specific relationship
to the currently used feature set (i.e., the current seed of a decision
rule). Similar prior knowledge could also be incorporated using infor-
mative prior distributions such as in [15]. The cost of acquiring feature
values can make an additional criterion for model construction [25].
The authors of [35] show that straightforward incorporation of domain
knowledge in a form of binary recommendation significantly improves
classification performance. [33] represents a more-sophisticated method
that incorporates a human-built approximate predictive model into bo-
osting. The learner is supposed to fit the training data as well as the
prior model. [24] proposes an ensemble method which builds multiple
weak classifiers based on spatially defined subsets of features, there are
prior feature groups to deal with. Human knowledge can also be incor-
porated into a Bayesian network learnt from a set of observations, a
recent application in image interpretation is in [38].

In general, there is a great variety of ad hoc approaches to incor-
porate prior knowledge into learning process. The previous paragraph
roughly maps their actual range. The studies strongly attest to the
positive influence of prior knowledge in the form of partial domain
theory, higher-level attributes, monotonicity constraints, or structural
properties [35]. Inductive logic programming [21] solves incorporation
of prior knowledge into learning process in a systematic way. Statisti-
cal relational learning [10] also aims at tasks with complex relational
structure, it additionally deals with uncertainty. On the other hand,
generality of both the paradigms may cause intractability and inte-
gration of non-trivial prior knowledge in learning task still remains a
challenging task [41].
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1.3 Molecular Biology

Hereditary information encoding the development and functioning of
an organism is stored in a macromolecule called deoxyribonucleic acid
(DNA). The information is stored as a sequence of nucleotides also
called bases, namely adenine, cytosine, guanine and thymine. The in-
formation carried by DNA is held in the sequence of distinguishable re-
gions of DNA called genes. Gene expression (GE) is the cellular process
by which information from a gene is used in the synthesis of a functi-
onal product, most often a protein. A gene is first transcribed into a
ribonucleic acid (RNA) that serves for passing the genetic instructions
from the cell nucleus to the cytoplasm where the RNA is translated into
a protein. Each protein has its own unique amino acid sequence given by
the nucleotide sequence of its encoding gene. A three-nucleotide com-
bination called codon translates into an amino acid. Proteins already
perform a large scale of biological functions. To sum up, the genes ex-
pressed into proteins specify the structure and function of the biological
system. The above-described flow of genetic information is referred to
as the central dogma of molecular biology.

Knowing the essential terms, the field of molecular biology can for-
mally be defined. Molecular biology studies biological activity at the
molecular level. Its main goal is to understand the aspects of DNA,
RNA and protein biosynthesis including their interactions and regu-
lation in a cellular context. It goes far beyond the simplified central
dogma view. The pathway from the genotype, the inherited instructi-
ons, to the phenotype, observable characteristics such as morphology or
physiological properties, is actually much more complex. Let us briefly
mention the most important resources of this complexity.

Firstly, cell functioning is based on which genes get expressed un-
der what circumstances. The expression is influenced by transcription
factors. Transcription factor is a protein that physically binds to par-
ticular DNA sequences adjacent to a gene. This binding is specific but
not exclusive and technically corresponds to the many-to-many relati-
onship. One transcription factor binds to enhancers or promoters of
certain target genes only. However, one transcription factor can contain
more DNA-binding domains and thus bind to several different sequen-
ces and it does not have to aim at single gene. At the same time, mul-
tiple factors can bind to a single enhancer of promoter. The binding af-
finity results from the spatial structure and folding of the transcription
factor and the order of nucleotides in the sequence. A transcription fac-
tor may either promote or block RNA polymerase in transcription, i.e.,
it may control gene expression in both directions. Transcription factors
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may be activated and deactivated through their signal-sensing domain.
By default they are typically inactive and cannot bind to DNA, the bin-
ding ability originates as a result of interaction with other transcription
factors or external signals coming through the membrane from outside
the cell. In this way, a cell responds to external stimuli and produ-
ces specific proteins under specific circumstances. While the simplified
view suggests that cell can be modelled as a feedforward linear system
that proceeds from DNA towards proteins and phenotype in the end,
the existence of transcription factors and corresponding regulation me-
chanism gives rise to an extremely complex dynamic and non-linear
regulatory network containing frequent feedback loops.

Secondly, there are non-protein coding DNA regions whose pro-
duct is a functional RNA. They contribute to the transcriptional and
translational regulation of protein-coding sequences. The recent EN-
CODE project suggested that over 80% of DNA in the human genome
serves some purpose [30]. The term junk DNA for DNA with no known
biological function tends to reduce its DNA coverage.

There are also reasons why a particular DNA sequence does not
necessarily mean that a particular phenotype is produced. A single
gene may code for multiple proteins. Particular exons of a gene may
be included or excluded when constructing the final messenger RNA.
The process is called alternative splicing, abnormal splicing variants
are suspected to contribute to the development of diseases such as can-
cer. There are external influences, for example, changes at epigenetic
level such as acetylation and methylation can cause different expres-
sion patterns and phenotypes without a change in underlying DNA
sequence. In general, any environmental change can trigger a change in
orchestration of the complex molecular regulatory network.

High-throughput technologies, like DNA microrarrays and RNA-Seq
for transcriptome profiling that examine the expression level of mRNAs
in a given cell population or ChIP-on-chip and ChIp-seq technologies
used to analyze protein interactions with DNA, allow researchers to si-
multaneously conduct a huge number of genetic tests or measurements.
However, GE data analysis, which is the main focus of this text, repre-
sents a difficult task as the data usually show an inconveniently low
ratio of samples (biological situations) against variables (genes). Data-
sets are often noisy and they contain a great part of variables irrelevant
in the context under consideration. Independent of the platform and
the analysis methods used, the result of a GE experiment should be
driven, annotated or at least verified against genomic prior knowledge.

There is also an issue of measurement dichotomy. When classifying
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phenotypes, RNA amount is less biologically relevant than abundance
of proteins and metabolites, however, it is much easier to quantify.
Utilization of GE data stems from the assumption that gene expres-
sion levels correspond to protein levels. Although we know that the
transcript abundance does not tell us everything, we believe it tells us
a lot more than we knew before. This assumption cannot be taken for
granted, agreement between mRNA levels and protein levels can be
poor.

2 Set-level Microarray Classification

2.1 Micorarray Analysis and Classification

Section 1.3 briefly reviewed high-throughput technologies for parallel
measuring of biological systems. Here we focus on a single technology,
microarrays. We explain the principle of its operation and the main
methods of the consequent data analysis and learning. Although micro-
arrays seem to be overcome by the recent RNA-Seq method at least in
several biological aspects [40], the problems of analysis and learning
from the measurements remain very close for both the technologies.

Microarrays can measure the expression of thousands of genes (i.e.,
the amount of RNA corresponding to a given gene) under different con-
ditions (e.g., in different tissues) in parallel. A variety of DNA micro-
array and DNA chip devices and systems have been developed and
commercialized. DNA hybridization microarrays are generally fabrica-
ted on glass, silicon, or plastic substrates. DNA probes are selectively
spotted or addressed to individual test sites, the probes can include
synthetic oligonucleotides, amplicons, or larger DNA/RNA fragments
attached to support material. Depending on the array format, probes
can be the target DNA or RNA sequences to which other “reporter pro-
bes” would subsequently be hybridized. DNA arrays can be fabricated
using physical delivery techniques such as inkjet or microjet deposition
technology or in situ synthesis using a photolithographic process [14].

The output of a single microarray experiment is a colored image.
The joint output of a series of n microarray experiments is a rectangular
matrix X = (xij)n×p with columns corresponding to one of p genes and
rows corresponding to one of n biological samples relating to different
conditions. Often, only few different conditions are taken into account
(typically diseased versus normal) and multiple samples are analyzed
under each of the conditions. The conditions are commonly available
and taken as a categorical dependent variable. The expression xij is
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most often from R, its magnitude corresponds to the color intensity in
the specific region of the colored image. Eventually, the collected GE
data can be seen as the classic attribute-value data.

Probably the most frequent objective of microarray analysis is the
identification of genes differentially expressed between samples obta-
ined under different conditions. Biologically, the detected genes can
help to address the origin of the phenotype under study. In the sim-
plest setting, the detection can be carried out with the aid of common
statistical tests such as t-test. The main difficulty lies in the fact that a
large number of genes is tested simultaneously, i.e., in extreme multiple
hypothesis testing. That is why, specialized hypothesis tests have been
developed. [37] represents an example of popular dedicated technique
for significance analysis of microarrays, the test has its own test statistic
d whose significance is verified in terms of repeated data permutations,
the false discovery rate is used instead of the family-wise error rate to
control the number of false positive test results.

Microarray data can also serve for subgroup discovery (uncovers di-
sease subtypes which allow specific future treatment), functional cha-
racterization of unknown genes (an unannotated gene can share an an-
notation with the better functionally explored genes having a similar ex-
pression profile), bi-clustering (groups genes showing a local expression
similarity pattern, answers the problem of gene multi-functionality),
and many other purposes.

Classification based on GE monitoring by DNA microarrays (often
referred to as molecular classification) is a natural learning task with
immediate practical uses. There have been several early success sto-
ries [1, 6, 12], followed by a large number of studies with the main goal
of predicting cancer outcome (an overview is provided, e.g., in [22]).

2.2 Features For Functionally Related Genes

However, later surveys [7, 26] demonstrated serious technical flaws in a
large proportion of these studies, which were published in high-impact
biomedical journals, and found that most of the published results are
overly optimistic. The routine application of GE classification is limited
by frequent inaccuracy in the resulting classifiers and their inability to
be understood by physicians. Molecular classifiers based solely on GE in
most cases cannot be considered useful decision-making and decision-
supporting tools.

Recent efforts in the field of molecular classification aim to employ
additional information available for genes, proteins and tissues that are
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being studied. They follow the major trend that is currently prevailing
in the area of general GE data analysis. The analysis that was formerly
aimed at identifying individual genes that are differentially expressed
across sample classes [37] now focuses on identifying entire sets of genes
with significantly differential expression [4, 16, 36]. The genes share a
set of characteristics that are defined by prior biological knowledge. The
set-level techniques applied to GE classification develop new features
that correspond to gene sets that represent pathways, their sub-clusters
or gene-ontology terms at various levels of generality [18, 19]. The au-
thors of [31] propose a method that integrates a priori the knowledge
of a gene network into a classification that results in classifiers with bi-
ological relevance, a good classification performance and an improved
interpretability of the results. An overview of knowledge-based high-
throughput data analysis can be found in [29].

In our BMC Bioinformatics paper (see Section 3 for the reference),
we employed genuine curated gene sets to build robust features for sub-
sequent classification. We proposed the whole learning workflow (see
Figure 1) and suggested the optimal procedures for its crucial steps: 1)
the selection of the initial pool of genuine gene sets including the com-
parison with their random counterparts, 2) the aggregation of member
genes expression into a unique feature value, and 3) the selection of
the best extracted features for further learning. The overall goal was to
maximize accuracy of resulting set-level molecular classifiers as well as
their biological interpretability.

We concluded that the genuine curated gene sets constitute better
features for classification than the sets assembled without biological
relevance. This statement is not obvious, since constructing randomi-
zed gene sets in fact corresponds to the machine learning technique of
stochastic feature extraction [17] and as such may itself contribute to
learning good classifiers. Nevertheless, relevant prior knowledge resting
in the prior definition of biologically plausible gene sets contributes
further to increasing the predictive accuracy. Smaller gene sets and
sets pertaining to chemical and genetic perturbations were particularly
successful.

For identifying the best gene sets for classification, we employed
both dedicated gene-set ranking methods and generic feature selection
methods known from machine learning such as information gain [27]
and support vector machine with recursive feature extraction [13]. The
first class of methods ranks the gene sets using the raw gene expression
profiles while the second one deals with the aggregated feature values.
The Global test [11] outperforms the gene-set methods GSEA [36] and
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Trainining fold

7. Testing fold

 2. Rank gene sets

 3. Select gene sets

 4. Aggregate

 5. Learn classifier

 Test classifier

 1. Prior gene sets

6. Data set

(Data Set \ Testing Fold)

Fig. 1: The workflow of a set-level learning experiment conducted multiple times with
varying alternatives in the numbered steps. For compatibility with the learned
classifier, testing fold samples are also reformulated to the set level. The refor-
mulation is done using gene sets selected in Step 3 and aggregation algorithm
used in Step 4. The diagram abstracts from this operation.

SAM-GS [4] as well as two generic feature selection methods. To ag-
gregate expressions of genes into a feature value, the singular value
decomposition (SVD) method as well as the SetSig [28] technique im-
prove on simple arithmetic averaging. These conclusions are probably
the most significant for practitioners in set-level predictive modeling of
gene expression as so far there has been no clear guidance to choose
from the two triples of methods.

Set-level classifiers learned with 10 features constituted by the Glo-
bal test slightly outperform baseline gene-level classifiers learned with
all original data features although they are slightly less accurate than
gene-level classifiers learned with a prior feature-selection step. In sum-
mary, set-level classifiers do not boost predictive accuracy, however,
they do achieve competitive accuracy if learned with the right combi-
nation of ingredients.

Another way to introduce set-level features is studied in the paper
of Krejnik and Klema (see Section 3 for the reference). Features of bi-
ological samples that originally corresponded to genes are replaced by
features that correspond to the centroids of gene clusters and are then
used for classifier learning. The paper focuses on functional clustering,
which groups genes according to their functional similarities. The si-
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milarity measure is computed from binary vectors of the annotation
terms assigned to the genes. The terms were collected from 14 anno-
tation categories including Gene Ontology, KEGG Pathways, BioCarta
Pathways and Swiss-Prot Keywords (the term can be present or absent
for the given gene). The κ similarity measure adopted from [3, 20] was
used.

Functional clustering was compared with random clustering without
knowledge of biological relevance and gene expression clustering, which
groups genes according to the similarity of their expression profiles.
Using ten benchmark datasets, we demonstrated that functional clus-
tering significantly outperforms random clustering without biological
relevance. We also showed that functional clustering performs compa-
rably to gene expression clustering, which groups genes according to
the similarity of their expression profiles. The detailed results can be
seen in Figure 2.

We also showed that functional clustering can provide a reasona-
ble dimensionality reduction without sacrificing the predictive accuracy
achieved with the full set of features. All the clustering approaches were
also compared with the parallel approach to dimensionality reduction,
feature selection. We ranked the genes by t-test, selected the most dif-
ferentially expressed genes (the thresholds were gradually set to match
the number of clusters) and ran the same set of classification algo-
rithms as for clustering. It holds that functional clustering does not
achieve a predictive accuracy that is comparable to that achieved by
feature selection, and combining the two techniques would maximize
performance.

2.3 Future Work – Further Data Integration Steps

Recent molecular research further emphasized the role of non-coding
DNA, it is estimated that only about 20% of transcription across the
human genome is associated with protein-coding genes. Consequently,
accurate molecular models (such as disease models) need to concern
more than the gene expression levels monitored by microarrays and
other technologies that quantify the amount of messenger RNA. At the
same time, availability of non-coding RNA data increases, new tech-
niques such as RNA-Seq provide information on differential gene ex-
pression including differently spliced transcripts as well as non-coding
RNAs. Both the above-mentioned factors ask for the concurrent analy-
sis of the various types of transcriptional data. To exemplify, microR-
NAs, small non-coding RNA molecules commonly 22 nucleotides long,
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Fig. 2: Box plots for the PA differences for a given number of features and pairs of
feature extraction approaches: (a) FC versus RC; (b) FC versus GEC. Each box
plot is computed from 50 (10 datasets × 5 classification algorithms) values for
the predictive accuracy difference.

play a role in translational regulation of gene expression often resul-
ting in gene silencing. Increasing amount of their regulatory targets
can be obtained from public databases such as miRWalk [8] and Tar-
Base [39], i.e., their interaction with genes, respectively their mRNA,
is partly known. Their longer counterparts, lncRNAs, also prove to be
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functional but their role is yet to be further explored.
Moreover, epigenetic data such as methylation measurements can

help to explain unexpected transcriptional irregularities observed in
microarrays. In order to reach deeper understanding of molecular na-
ture of complexly orchestrated biological processes, all the available
measurements and genomic knowledge need to be fused. Currently we
develop algorithms allowing to immediately combine all the types of the
above mentioned high-throughput data as well as the current structu-
ral genomic prior knowledge. The algorithms are principally based on
prior-knowledge driven feature extraction, matrix factorization and en-
semble classification.
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